AENT General Meeting at CDU Gallery 21 June 2018
(after a Floor Talk from curator Kellie Joswig of Yidumduma Bill Harney Bush Professor)
Present:
Apologies:

Fernanda Duval, Alison Dowell, Veronica Hodges, Korin Lesh, Kim Boardman and
Sam Galletly
Mandy Raines

Meeting commences at 5pm
Veronica moved to accept previous Minutes of Meeting 17 May 2018 be accepted as read and
correct. Seconded by Alison Dowell.
Fernanda gave us a talk of her VADEA Conference experience 4-5 May. Great feedback, lots of
info and highlights gained. Fernanda found it very inspiring and confirmed it was a great event
for her to experience and encouraged others to go for it next opportunity.
Fernanda was not able to do cyanotype at TWPark as she was not available and it was a fiddly
workshop which required a dark room so not ideal conditions for this type of workshop.
Exhibition
- Invitations have been printed and DVAA confirmed to print for address of 56 Wood Street as
unlikely to be a diﬀerent venue for our exhibition. Invitations look great but had to get printed 3
times due to colour (green when we asked for yellow). Invitations handed out to distribute.
- Jigsaw Collective band has been booked for opening night of Thursday 26th July.
- Stickers - 9 schools currently contributing (would prefer 10) by end of next week.
- Sam said she was happy to do the programme for Exhibition.
- Friday 13th is cut oﬀ date for exhibition entries and Friday 20th as absolute final deadline for
delivery with curating on Saturday 21st July from 2 pm (Korin to contact DVAA to confirm).
- Hoping to get a key from DVAA to curate and hang artworks Monday 23rd, Tuesday 24th and
have a day oﬀ before opening on Thursday evening.
- Snacks - $450 total food spend with each person volunteering to organise $150 - Veronica Fruit
Platter and wraps platter, Alison - Sushi Platters and Mandy - Cheese platter and vegetarian
finger foods. Funds to be reimbursed after submission of receipts.
- Exhibition Stickers - “ART WORKS! AENT Celebrating 40 Years” - Korin to get Bill Davies to
print and install. All agreed to pay a bit extra for Bill to hang stickers.
- Student Stickers it was thought to be 10 for $10 or $2 each (can make them for $1 on last days
of exhibiting if needed). May get a student to man a stall for stickers or one of Committee on
night.
- Artworks for each contributor to be no bigger than 1m squared each.
- DVAA to organise drinks.
Workshops
- Film Making Application for Grant money to PTANT was denied as the grant system was
confusing in that we had already provided our quote for year. PTANT made it clearer and has
advised another round of grants on oﬀer from 2 July so will re-apply for Film Grant then.
- Dates for Film Making given as 11th and 12th October - Korin to add to Events when closer to
date.
- Mural Spray Painting Workshop at Territory Wildlife Park has 3 enrolled so far. Bring own
masks for this event.
- Bronwyn has advised she will run an eco dyeing workshop on Thursday 12th for those camping
at Territory Wildlife Park. Committee felt they wanted to pay Bronwyn to run this event which
was agreed.
- Kamahi - Not enough time to do a sculpture so going with a painting workshop.
- Pozy oﬀered to do a fingernet tent workshop in future. More info needed from her.
- Kim Boardman oﬀered to run the metal embossing workshop for close of Exhibition on 11th
August and cap the attendees to 12 - all agreed.
Next meeting will be AGM in mid to late August at MAGNT - to be confirmed and after books
have been audited. Korin to advise.
Meeting closed at 6.10pm

